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By SARAH JONES

All-inclusive chain Palace Resorts is offering consumers a hands-free way to explore its properties.

Developed by Expedia Group Media Solutions, Palace Resorts' "Never Lift a Finger" campaign uses eye-tracking
technology to guide prospective guests to their ideal property within the Latin American group. Along with offering a
novel digital browsing experience, the effort translates Palace Resorts' high level of service to the research and
booking phase of their experience.

"The decision to use eye-tracking technology as the main technical component of the campaign was deliberate and
ties back to Palace Resorts' mission to offer guests a world of luxury and amenities, completely worry-free, without
lifting a finger," said Angelique Miller, director of creative partnerships at Expedia Group, London.

Hands off
Palace Resorts' campaign is based on the idea that everything is taken care of for its guests, allowing them to relax
and not have to do anything during their stay.

Never Lift a Finger is centered on a quiz housed on a microsite. Consumers can opt-in to enable the site access to
their device's built in camera.

If they do so, they will be guided through a series of side-by-side videos that depict aspects such as trip type, cuisine,
entertainment and activities.. The eye-tracking technology gauges which of the paired videos is catching their
attention more.

As they watch, consumers can also follow where their gaze is fixed through an on-screen beacon.
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Palace Resorts' Never Lift a Finger. Image courtesy of Expedia Group Media Solutions

After determining which of the two options is more of interest to the consumer, the program takes note of the
selection and moves on. Each video is typically shown for only seconds before identifying consumers'
preferences.

If a consumer chooses not to allow eye tracking, the experience will allow them to click through options instead.

At the end of the quiz, consumers are shown the properties that best fit what they are looking for from Palace Resorts'
10 locations.

Taking into account the significant amount of travel research done on smartphones, the microsite is mobile-
friendly. Instead of eye tracking, the mobile version of the experience offers the option of tilt control, retaining the
sense that consumers do not have to lift their fingers to tap.

Palace Hotels' campaign, produced by Expedia's in-house agency Creative Partnerships, will run in the United
States, Canada, Mexico and the United Kingdom on OTAs including Expedia, Hotels.com, Hotwire and Travelocity.
The effort leverages email, display advertising and homepage takeovers to drive traffic to the microsite.

"It's  all about using technology to create new and exciting online experiences that engage travelers around the
world, and working closely with our partners like Palace Resorts to create interactive experiences that align with
what makes them unique," Ms. Miller said. "We purposely designed a contained environment and integrated the eye-
tracking technology to lead people through the journey from inspiration to research to booking.

"The videos create impact and awareness while the personalized itineraries presented at the end of each quiz spur
engagement and lead to a seamless booking experience."

Eyes on marketing
Eye tracking and facial recognition are not yet mainstream technologies in marketing, but a number of luxury
brands have used these innovations to create immersive efforts.

British automaker Bentley Motors promoted its Bentayga SUV with a mobile application responsive to consumer
emotion.

The "Inspirator" app shows a series of images ranging from beaches, surfing and yachting to music and dancing to
chinaware and furniture to parties and discos in four separate chapters, using facial and emotional recognition
technology to capitalize on the viewer's preferences as it goes on, generating a custom Bentayga for the viewer at
the end. The app represents a technologically innovative and creative way for the brand to promote its new model
(see story).

Eye tracking is also being used to offer up more personalized experiences to consumers.

Sephora and Este Lauder are among the beauty marketers leveraging facial tracking technology to lift conversions.

ModiFace, which creates augmented reality solutions including real-time virtual makeup application, has launched a
software development kit for iOS and Android devices, enabling marketers to use the technology in their own apps.
In the beauty world, face tracking has become a way to spur more confident purchase decisions away from the
beauty counter, but ModiFace also sees the potential of face tracking to guide consumers along a relevant purchase
path (see story).

"Through our campaigns that leverage interactive experiences and emerging technologies, we've seen how these
immersive environments can help empower brands to tell their story in a unique way, allowing consumers to
experience firsthand what different brands have to offer," Expedia's Ms. Miller said. "For this campaign specifically,
the creative and campaign functionality was developed to align with the vision that once guests arrive to a luxurious
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Palace Resorts property, everything is taken care of, and is found at their fingertips."
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